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Conflict Update # 280 

November 30th, 2022 

Back issues at www.accgroupco.com 

Conflict Assessment 

Russian losses – 88,880 (500) soldiers killed, 2,914 (+3) enemy tanks, 5,872 (+6) armored  combat vehicles, 1,902 (+1) 

artillery systems, 395 (+0) MLRS systems, 210 (+1) air defense systems, 280 (+0) warplanes, 261 (+0) helicopters, 1,562 

(+7) UAVs of the operational-tactical level, 531 (+0) cruise missiles, 16 (+0) warships/cutters, 4,429 (+6) trucks and 

tankers, 4 Iskander Missile Launchers (+0), 76 fuel bowsers (+0) and 163 (+0) units of specialized equipment. 

Key Takeaways 
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Russian forces made marginal gains around Bakhmut yesterday but unlikely to have advanced at the tempo that 

Russian sources claimed. Geolocated footage shows that Russian forces made marginal advances southeast of 

Bakhmut, but ISW remains unable to confirm most other claimed gains around Bakhmut made since November 27. 

Some Russian milbloggers made unsubstantiated claims that Russian forces broke through the Ukrainian defensive line 

south of Bakhmut along the T0513 highway to advance towards Chasiv Yar, which would cut one of two remaining main 

Ukrainian ground lines of communication (GLOCs) to Bakhmut, but such claims are likely part of a continuing Russian 

information operation and are premature, as ISW has previously assessed. ISW continues to assess that the degraded 

Russian forces around Bakhmut are unlikely to place Bakhmut under threat of imminent encirclement rapidly. 

Comment – It appears that Russian forces managed to gain access to the wooded area some ways north of Bakhmut 

which provides higher ground for multiple assaults. However, we have seen this previously where their forces are 

enticed into an area – a killing ground in military parlance - only for Ukrainian artillery to zero in and destroy them. 

The UK MoD yesterday reported Russian forces have likely stopped deploying battalion tactical groups (BTGs) in the 

past three months, and further stated that the BTGs‘ relatively low allocation of infantry, decentralized distribution of 

artillery, and the limited independence of BTG decision-making hindered their success in Ukraine.  

ISW assessed that, starting in April, Russian BTGs were degraded in various failed or culminated offensives, including 

the attacks on Kyiv, Mariupol, Severodonetsk, and Lysychansk, and later efforts to reconstitute these BTGs to restore 

their combat power have failed.  

Their forces have likely since thrown their remaining combat power and new personnel, including mobilized personnel, 

into poorly trained, equipped, and organized ad hoc structures with low morale and discipline. The structure of BTGs 

and the way Russian Command formed them by breaking up doctrinal battalions, regiments, and brigades likely 

deprived them of the ability to revert to doctrinal organizations, as ISW has previously assessed, so that the Russians 

must now rely on ad-hoc structures with mobilized personnel. 

Russian forces continued to defend against Ukrainian counteroffensive operations around Svatove as Ukrainian 

forces continued counteroffensive operations around Svatove and Kreminna. 

Russian forces continued limited ground attacks west of Kreminna to regain lost positions. 

Russian forces conducted ground attacks near Siversk and Avdiivka, and in western Donetsk Oblast. 

Russian forces continued strengthening defensive positions in eastern Kherson Oblast as Ukrainian forces 

continued striking Russian force concentrations in southern Ukraine. 

Russian forces continued to struggle with outdated equipment and domestic personnel shortages amid official 

actions indicative of a probable second wave of mobilization. 

An independent investigation found that Russia may have transported thousands of Ukrainian 

prisoners from penal colonies in occupied Ukraine to Russia following the withdrawal from the west bank of Kherson 

Oblast. 

OF NOTE – The above reports center predominantly on Russian “news releases” as reported through their media or 

milbloggers. Of note is the “radio silence” from the Ukrainian side, which normally precedes some action or other. All 

that has been publicized are statement from Zelenskyy to the effect that progress in the Luhansk frontline is pretty 

heavy and defensive. 

This is the area noted above in the headliner “Russian forces made marginal gains” and notes small moves here and 

there, but looking at military maps, it appears that Ukrainian command may be lulling enemy forces somewhat. 
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Eastern Ukraine: (Eastern Kharkiv Oblast-Western Luhansk Oblast) - Russian forces continued efforts to 

defend against Ukrainian counteroffensive operations northwest of Svatove yesterday. The Ukrainian General Staff 

(UGS) reported enemy forces continued standard defensive operations in the Kupyansk, Kharkiv Oblast, direction. 

Kharkiv Oblast Head Oleh Synehybov 

amplified reports Russian forces are 

conducting constant artillery attacks on 

Ukrainian positions in Kupyansk but 

defending forces are holding the line and 

repelling Russian forces.  

The Russian MoD claimed they repelled a 

Ukrainian attack in Ivanivka (22km southeast 

of Kupyansk) and their forces struck 

Ukrainian control points in Petropavlivka 

(7km east of Kupyansk) and Berestove (26km 

southeast of Kupyansk). 

Ukraine yesterday continued 

counteroffensive operations in the direction 

of Svatove and Kreminna and UGS advised its 

forces struck a Russian concentration area in 

Svatove, Luhansk Oblast, which Luhansk 

Oblast Head Serhiy Haidai claimed was a 

deployment point and ammunition depot.  

LNR Ambassador to Russia Rodion Miroshnik 

claimed Ukrainian forces conducted a 

massive shelling of Svatove and 

unsuccessfully attempted to break through 

Russian defensive lines to the Svatove-

Kreminna highway. Miroshnik additionally 

claimed that Ukrainian forces attempted to 

probe Russian defenses in Kuzemivka, 13km 

northwest of Svatove. Russian sources 

continued to claim that Russian forces are 

repelling Ukrainian attacks in this area. 

(Comment – contrary to Russian news 

reports of marginal gains as reported 

elsewhere in this Update, Ukrainian shelling 

of Svatove proper is a new development. 

Ukrainian troops have been incrementally moving toward this strategic city, straddling as it does the major Russian 

train line feeding most of their BTGs throughout occupied Ukrainian areas. The very fact they are within range and 

shelling the city itself speaks of Ukrainian advances. But once again, they maintain “radio silence throughout all 

maneuvers). 

A Russian source claimed that Ukraine is accumulating forces in Kharkiv Oblast to possibly resume an offensive against 

Svatove and Starobilsk. (Comment – reinforces above comment). UGS reported its forces repelled attacks near 

Novoselivske (14km northwest of Svatove), while Russian sources claimed they seized Novoselivske.  
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A Russian source stated that their forces began offensive operations on the Svatove-Kreminna line and conjectured that 

operations will intensify in the coming days as the weather improves. Ukrainian troops additionally continue to target 

Russian rear areas in Luhansk Oblast along critical ground lines of communication (GLOCs) and hit a concentration area 

in Luhutyne, just southwest of Luhansk City along the H21. (Comment – this area is reportedly where Russian 

Command relocated some troops evacuated from western Kherson). 

Russian forces continued limited ground attacks west of Kreminna to regain lost positions yesterday. (Comment – (??) 

so there are Ukrainian advances over the past few days which is contrary to Russian reports as mentioned above).  

UGS reported enemy forces continued standard offensive operations in the Lyman direction, and Russian MoD claimed 

its forces thwarted a Ukrainian attack towards Chervonopopivka (6km northwest of Kreminna). UGS also noted that 

Russian troops continued efforts to attack Bilohorivka, 10km south of Kreminna. 

Donetsk Oblast - Russian forces 

continued to make limited gains around 

Bakhmut amid reports of heavy fighting 

in the area on November 29. Geolocated 

footage posted on November 29 shows 

their forces advanced on the 

southeastern outskirts of Bakhmut.  

UGS reported its forces repelled attacks 

northeast of Bakhmut near Bakhmutske 

along the T1302 highway and near 

Soledar. DNR officials claimed Russian 

forces captured Ozarianivka (15km 

southwest of Bakhmut) and Andriivka 

(10km southwest of Bakhmut) on 

November 29.  

Russian milbloggers reiterated claims 

that Russian forces advanced southwest 

of Bakhmut, taking Andriivka, 

Ozarianivka, and  Zelenopillia (13km 

south of Bakhmut), and that Wagner 

forces captured Kurdyumivka (13km 

southwest of Bakhmut). Various Russian 

sources also claimed that Russian forces 

established control over the Siverskyi-

Donets-Donbas canal (13km southwest of 

Bakhmut), which directly impacts the 

water supply to Horlivka and Yasynuvata, 

on November 29. (Comment – Russian 

forces are taking very heavy casualties 

across these fronts). 

Russian milbloggers also circulated 

unverified claims that Russian forces 

broke through the Ukrainian line at the 
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T0513 highway to Chasiv Yar—part of the Ukrainian GLOC—which ISW assesses is unlikely with one milblogger also 

claiming Russian forces made progress in Opytne (4km south of Bakhmut) and began a ground attack on Klishchiivka 

(7km southwest of Bakhmut) on November 29.  

Ukrainian Donetsk Oblast Head Pavlo Kyrylenko reported enemy forces struck near Chasiv Yar, Paraskoviivka, 

Yakovlivka, and the Maiorska station of the Svitlodarsk hromada through the night of November 28 and 29.  

Russian milbloggers claimed advances south of Bakhmut moved Russian forces closer to operationally encircling 

Bakhmut and a further offensive in the direction of Toretsk, whilst another prematurely called this operational 

offensive around Bakhmut the first victory since the capture of Severodonetsk and Lysychansk; however, there is no 

evidence that Russian forces currently threaten key Ukrainian logistics lines into Bakhmut and ISW continues to assess 

that Bakhmut is currently not under threat of Russian encirclement 

Russian forces yesterday increased offensive operations northeast of Bakhmut around Siversk and Soledar, likely trying 

to capitalize on increased morale from claimed Russian successes around Bakhmut.  

UGS reported its forces repelled attacks near Serebrianka, Verkhnokamianske, Berestove, Bilohorivka, and Yakolivka, all 

within 35km northeast of Bakhmut. Russian sources claimed that Russian forces are conducting offensive operations 

against fierce opposition along the T1302 near Bilohorivka and Yakolivka, whilst some claimed Ukrainian forces suffered 

heavy losses and that Russian forces took Spirne and advanced through Verkhnokamiankse toward Siversk, but Wagner 

Group financier Yevgeny Prigozhin refuted this claim and stated that fighting is ongoing in Spirne. Prominent Russian 

milbloggers claimed that there are no significant changes in control of terrain near Soledar. 

Russian sources claimed that Russian forces experienced successes around Avdiivka on November 29 and boasted of 

heavy Ukrainian causalities and minor operational successes around Avdiivka and Marinka on November 29. One 

prominent Russian milblogger claimed that Russian forces control more than two-thirds of Marinka and boasted that 

Russian forces are succeeding in this area for the first time in eight years. Another admitted that the pace of Russian 

advance in this area is slow.  

Ukrainian officials reported that Ukrainian forces repelled Russian ground attacks near Pervomaiske, Nevelske, and 

Krasnohorivka. Russian forces continued routine strikes along the line of contact in Eastern Ukraine on November 29. 

Target Crimea - Partisans are mobilizing, and Russians are trying to sell their holiday homes — as fear grows that the 

war is closing in on the peninsula. In Crimea, the war is drawing ever closer, and nerves are on edge. 

In conversations via secure communications, people in Crimea describe growing tension across the Black Sea peninsula 

as they increasingly expect the advent of direct hostilities. They say saboteur and partisan groups are now readying in 

the territory, which was illegally annexed by Russia in 2014. 

Frustration and panic are surging, over everything from conscription to runaway prices. One person told of anger over 

an inability to secure hospital places thanks to the numbers of Russian wounded brought in from the fronts, while 

another said that the fretful Russian elite were trying to sell their glitzy holiday homes but were finding no buyers. 

When Putin launched his all-out invasion of Ukraine in February, few people expected Ukrainian forces would nine 

months later be threatening to reclaim Crimea. That no longer feels like a military impossibility, however, after Kyiv’s 

well-organized troops showed that they could drive out Russian forces in offensive operations around Kharkiv in 

northeastern Ukraine and Kherson in the south. 

Tamila Tasheva, Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s permanent representative in Crimea, has high hopes the 

peninsula will end up back in Ukrainian hands. “Yes, of course, it is entirely possible we will get Crimea back,” she told 

Politico. 
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“Our goal is the return of all our territory, which of course includes Crimea,” she said in her office in Kyiv. A 37-year-old 

Crimean Tatar, whose family lives on the peninsula, Tasheva is busy preparing plans for what happens after Crimea is 

“de-occupied” and is drafting a legal framework to cope with complex issues of transitional justice that will arise. She 

says while Kyiv would prefer the peninsula to be handed back without a fight, “a military way may be the only 

solution.” 

“The situation is very different now from 2014. We have a lot of communication with people in Crimea and they’re 

increasingly angered by the high food prices and shortages in drugs and medicines,” she said. “And there’s been an 

increase in anti-war protests, especially since the start of conscription and partial mobilization.” 

When asked about people forming anti-Russian partisan groups, she simply commented: “Of course they are.” The 

difference between 2014 when Russia annexed Crimea and now comes down to the fact, she argues, that Ukraine has a 

strong army and a determined leadership and that is affecting and fortifying people’s thinking in Crimea.  

Against the occupiers 

For Putin, Crimea has long been a sacred cause — he called it an “inseparable part of Russia” — and that led many in 

the West to fear it could be a strategic red line. That sense was hardly helped by nuclear saber-rattler-in-chief, former 

President Dmitry Medvedev, who issued ominous warnings about any attack on Crimea. “Judgment Day will come very 

fast and hard. It will be very difficult to take cover,” Medvedev, now deputy chairman of the Security Council of Russia, 

said earlier this year in comments reported by the TASS news agency. 

Undaunted, Ukrainians have repeatedly gone after Russian targets in Crimea since August, including airbases and ships. 

Tensions ratcheted up dramatically, however, after the explosion on October 8 that damaged the Kerch Bridge, a vital 

supply line between Russia and Crimea. 

Comment – As mentioned in previous Updates, the mere fact that Ukrainian artillery and missile systems can reach 

anywhere within the peninsula inspires fear in Russians living there and inspiration for Ukrainians under occupation. 

Every now and again Ukraine fires missiles into Russian depots on the island or attacks a higher profile naval target – all 

the while sending a distinct message to those in Crimea – “We are here, we can reach you, we are coming.” 

Russia should use advanced weapons in Ukraine, Shoigu says - Russia's defence minister said on Wednesday 

that the armed forces should use new advanced weapons systems in the conflict in Ukraine. 

"It is necessary to continue the modernisation and creation of promising systems with their subsequent use during the 

special military operation," Sergei Shoigu said at a defence ministry meeting of senior generals. 

Shoigu, one of Putin's closest allies, did not specify which advanced weapons should be used, though he said he wanted 

to discuss with the generals new ways of improving artillery and missile attacks. 

Russia's Lavrov: military confrontation between nuclear powers must be avoided - Russian Foreign 

Minister Sergei Lavrov said on Wednesday it was vital to avoid any kind of military confrontation between nuclear 

powers, even if it only involved conventional weapons, the TASS news agency reported. 

Lavrov also said the West was pushing Ukraine to continue fighting against Russia. "It is necessary to avoid any military 

clash between nuclear powers, even with the use of conventional weapons. The escalation may become 

uncontrollable," TASS quoted Lavrov as saying. 

Comment – Why these statements at this juncture? What is prompting Kavrov’s concern regarding such an 

eventuality? There must be something in Kremlin thinking leading to concerns about NATO and Russian forces colliding. 
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Confused Russian forces face poor training and 'heavy casualties', UK claims 

The MoD alleged the Kremlin is likely to fear backlash from reservists' families too. 

Putin’s attempts to strengthen his armed forces are not going well, according to intelligence from the UK’s MoD.  

In its latest update, the MoD explained that just two months after the Russian president announced his plans for a 

“partial mobilisation,” it is clear that mobilised reservists are being called up to serve with “inadequate training.” 

The move, announced in September, was meant to enlist 300,000 men with previous military experience to boost 

Russian forces, although the official decree did not specify a required number of troops. 

And, since these additional soldiers have joined, Ukraine’s counteroffensive have been incredibly effective, with Kyiv 

regaining much of its land to the east and south. 

And in its daily Twitter update, the MoD made it clear that Putin’s early bid to bolster his forces had backfired. 

“[Reservists’] deployment is often characterized by confusion over eligibility for service, inadequate training and 

personal equipment, and commitment to highly attritional combat missions,” the intelligence explained. 

“Most – though not all – mobilised reservists have previously served, and numerous examples suggest that reservists 

are highly likely not having their medical status adequately reviewed, and many are being compelled to serve with 

serious, chronic health conditions.” 

Shortly after announcing the mobilisation, Putin suddenly declared there would be “corrections” to the call-out, after 

reports that people with no experience or those older than the draft age had been called up. 

The Russian president claimed that “fathers of many children” those with chronic disease or past conscription age 

would be exempt along with students. 

These troops then have to face intense conditions on the frontline, according to the UK intelligence. 

“Mobilised reservists have experienced particularly heavy casualties after being committed to dig ambitious trench 

systems while under artillery fire around the Luhansk Oblast town of Svatove.” 

The MoD added: “In Donetsk Oblast, reservists have been killed in large numbers in frontal assaults into well-

established Ukrainian defensive zones around the town of Bakhmut.” 

NATO 

Moscow warns against NATO enlargement - As NATO meets for the second day in Bucharest, Russia warns that 

Sweden and Finland joining the alliance could lead to Arctic tensions. 

NATO chief Jens Stoltenberg is in Berlin today speaking with German leaders, including Chancellor Olaf Scholz 

and Defense Minister Christine Lambrecht. On Thursday, Stoltenberg is set to keynote the Berlin Security Conference, 

which began today and features Ukrainian Deputy Prime Minister Iryna Wereschtschuk, the Pentagon's Celeste 

Wallander, and Defense Minister Lambrecht. 

Also in Berlin today: The defense chiefs for Finland, Norway, and Denmark discussing security challenges in the 

"high north" with former U.S. Army Europe commander retired Lt. Gen. Ben Hodges. Review the full agenda for the 

Berlin Security Conference, here; or watch BSC's YouTube channel live streaming today's events, here. (Comment – 

Some time ago we referred to a number of “retired” US generals who seem to be the mouthpieces for the US Armed 

Services, albeit stating that they are retired, out of touch and merely commenting with their opinions. Lt. Gen Hodges is 
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one of these folk and very well informed with cogent and well-thought out commentaries. Here he is meeting the 

Defense Chiefs of Baltic countries). 

Moldova not pursuing NATO membership but aims to strengthen cooperation with Alliance - Moldova is 

not aiming to become a member of NATO, Foreign Minister Nicu Popescu said on November 30, pointing out that its 

neutrality is enshrined in the country's constitution. 

Sweden, Finland, and Turkey 'make progress' On NATO membership - Sweden and Finland have made good 

progress toward an agreement with Turkey on the Nordic countries' admission to NATO, Swedish Foreign Minister 

Tobias Billstrom said. "We had a very good bilateral yesterday between Sweden, Finland, and Turkey and I felt after this 

meeting that there is progress. We are moving forward," Billstrom told reporters on arrival for the second day of a 

NATO foreign ministers meeting in Bucharest earlier today. 

Impacts 

Explosion hits Ukrainian Embassy in Madrid, one person injured - One employee has been injured by a blast 

at the building of the Ukrainian Embassy in Madrid. Oleh Nykolenko, the embassy's representative, said on Facebook 

on November 30 that an envelope delivered by post exploded when it was being examined by the building's 

superintendent, who sustained non-life-threatening injuries. Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba has asked his 

Spanish counterpart to thoroughly investigate the situation and urged Ukrainian embassies abroad to boost security 

measures. 

EU Executive recommends blocking billions of Euros in funds to Hungary - The European Commission has 

proposed that billions of euros of European Union funds allocated to Hungary remain blocked over the failure of Prime 

Minister Viktor Orban's government to implement credible rule-of-law and anti-corruption reforms. 

Setbacks in Ukraine war diminish Russia’s clout with regional allies - Russia’s war on Ukraine, and its failure 

so far to subjugate its smaller neighbor, has exposed President Vladimir Putin’s weakness to other smaller neighbors, 

including Central Asian nations long viewed by Moscow as part of its rightful sphere of ex-Soviet influence. 

The result — polite but obvious snubs in recent months from Kazakhstan to Tajikistan — marks a regional realignment 

that will only sharpen as international sanctions, a global shift away from fossil fuels, and deepening political isolation 

erode Russia’s economic power. 

Kazakhstan’s shift is the most significant. The sprawling Central Asian oil power has deepened ties to China, Turkey and 

Europe, and wooed hundreds of Western companies that exited Russia in response to the Kremlin’s toxic war, sending 

Moscow an unmistakable message. Kazakhstan has also served as a way station for tens of thousands of Russian men 

fleeing military conscription. 

In a powerful symbol of Central Asia’s search for alternative partners in the West, Turkey and Asia, Kazakh President 

Kassym-Jomart Tokayev met French President Emmanuel Macron in Paris on Tuesday, to discuss deepening economic, 

energy and educational ties. It was the first visit by a Kazakh leader in seven years. 

Tokayev’s trip followed Uzbekistan President Shavkat Mirziyoyev’s meetings with Macron in Paris last week, as well as 

an unusually bitter meeting of the Moscow-led Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), which ended with 

Armenian Prime Minister Nikol Pashinyan expressing anger over a lack of support in his country’s continuing military 

conflict with Azerbaijan. Pashinyan even appeared to make a concerted effort to distance himself from Putin during a 

group photo. 
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But with Russia weakened, Europe has been wooing Central Asian nations, in particular Kazakhstan, as an alternative 

energy source to replace Russian hydrocarbons. European Council President Charles Michel visited Central Asia to meet 

leaders in October, followed by Europe’s foreign policy chief Josep Borrell this month. 

How badly is the Ukraine war going for Vladimir Putin? – Kate Nicholson in HuffPost. 

Putin’s war against Ukraine has just entered its ninth month and there’s no sign of any kind of breakthrough for 

Moscow. 

On the frontline, the home front and the world stage, it’s clear invading Russia’s European neighbour is only weakening 

Putin’s reputation. While the war is far from over, here’s what the Russian president already seems to have lost. 

How many troops has Putin lost? 

According to the Ukrainian defence ministry, approximately 88,380 Russian personnel have been eliminated 

throughout the course of the war. 

Ukraine also estimates that Moscow has lost 2,911 tanks, 5,866 armored combat vehicles and 16 warships. 

What is happening on the battlefront? 

Russia withdrew from the only Ukrainian regional capital it had conquered throughout the course of the war, Kherson. 

While forces still hold some Ukrainian land to the east and the south (including the annexed peninsula Crimea), Kyiv’s 

autumn counteroffensive meant Moscow lost most of its gains. 

Russian forces in Ukraine have also stopped deploying as Battalion Tactical Groups, according to the latest from the 

UK’s Ministry of Defence. 

This is a tactic which has “played a 

major part in Russian military 

doctrine for the last 10 years”. It 

meant temporary battalions bring 

troops and equipment from 

different units for certain 

operations. 

However, this concept’s “intrinsic 

weaknesses” have been exposed in 

the Ukraine war. According to the 

MoD, Russia’s distribution of artillery 

is questionable and there is a lack of 

concentrated firepower hindering 

the army. 

The Royal United Services Institute 

claim tactical units are “one of the 

most important determinants of 

victory” for Russian forces. 

Winter is likely to bring fighting on 

the frontline to a stop until 

temperatures rise again in Spring. In 
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its place, Russia has been launching missile attacks all over Ukraine, trying to take out its energy infrastructure in a 

move the MoD dubbed “desperate” in October. 

While this is having a significant impact on Ukrainian life, Kyiv remains adamant that this will not force them into 

surrender. 

Foreign secretary James Cleverly also said: “We have seen Putin attempting to weaponize energy supplies right from 

the very start of this conflict. “This targeting of civilian infrastructure of energy infrastructure is obviously designed to 

try and freeze Ukrainians into submission.” 

What about the impact on trade? 

Moscow has already tried to leverage its energy exports with Europe throughout the war, trying to persuade Kyiv’s 

allies to part ways with Ukraine. 

However, it has so far backfired, as Europe is trying to wean itself off Russia’s supplies altogether. In fact, Russia has 

lost Europe as its largest energy client “forever,” according to the IEA last month. 

International relations worsened? 

Relations with Ukraine have understandably been completely severed – along with all of Ukraine’s allies, including Nato 

members and the EU. 

The EU parliament voted a non-binding resolution to designate Russia a “state sponsor of terrorism” last week.  

And as time goes on, the number of international leaders looking to distance themselves from Moscow grows. 

Pope Francis, who previously refrained from naming Russia as the aggressor in the war, told Jesuit magazine America: 

“When I speak about Ukraine, I speak about the cruelty because I have much information about the cruelty of the 

troops that come in.” 

Russia has since filed a formal protest to the Vatican, with the country’s ambassador to the Vatican telling state-run 

news agency RIA Novosti on Monday: “I expressed indignation at such insinuations.”  

And it seems India and China are distancing themselves too, with both countries making it clear they had no desire for 

the war to turn nuclear. 

On top of that, a summit at the Collective Security Treaty Organisation (CSTO) – Russia’s collective military alliance – 

revealed underlying tensions between Russia and its closest allies. 

Hundreds of demonstrators showed their frustration with the Ukrainian conflict with Putin arrived in Armenia, carrying 

signs which read “no to the war” – along with Ukrainian and US flags. 

Armenia’s prime minister seemed to try and distance himself from Putin during a photoshoot – despite taking a selfie 

with his Russian counterpart in 2019. 

What about domestic issues? 

Hundreds of thousands of Russians have fled Russia to avoid partial mobilisation emerging in recent months. 

Anti-war protests are growing in Russia, particularly since the mobilisation orders, as civilians started fleeing the 

country in droves to avoid being called up to war. 

According to independent Russian human rights project OVD-Info, there have been 19,403 detentions at protests 

against war and mobilisation since war broke out in February.  
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And now, The Daily Beast’s columnist Julia Davis believes even “top propagandists and their friends in high places” are 

starting to fear that Putin cannot win the war. 

Davis’ translation claims that the head of RT media outlet, Margarita Simonyan, said: ”We are bombing every day. God 

knows, we didn’t want this. No one wanted this. ″I know that the leadership didn’t want this either.” 

Simonyan supposedly added that there are people who are afraid of “The Hague” – where people are tried for war 

crimes – and concluded: “You should be afraid to lose, to be humiliated, and be afraid to betray your people.” 

There are many thousands of highly educated, qualified and experienced engineers, doctors and the like who have and 

are continuing to flee the Russian war effort. 

Small business owners are being compelled to surrender young males to the mobilization effort, leaving them with 

limited ability to survive commercially and directly affecting Russia’s economic multiplier. 

What might happen next? 

There is no indication that Russia will give up completely, but there is speculation that Moscow is shifting its red lines. 

Professor in the department of war studies at King’s College London, Michael Clarke, told WSJ, that there’s a “degree of 

desperation” in Putin’s behavior now, meaning he knows he had to “settle in for the long haul.” 

The Russian president appears to have dialed back on the threatening rhetoric over his nuclear arsenal too, claiming 

Russia has no plan to use such weapons in late October. (Comment – see Lavrov’s “message” regarding the 

undesirability for NATO and Russian troops to engage). 

Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov also said last week that Russia is not looking for regime change in Kyiv – even though 

Moscow claimed it wanted to “denazify” Ukraine when it first launched its attack. 

However, the Kremlin did cancel nuclear talks with the US recently, which Russia claims it had “no other choice” than 

cancel the negotiations with Washington over a nuclear weapons control treaty, due to start in Cairo on next Tuesday. 

According to Russian state-run news agencies, Washington wanted to talk about resuming inspections, but the 

Kremlin’s priorities are elsewhere. 

Ukrainian president Zelenskyy has also predicted that “the terrorists are planning new strikes” and that Russia will not 

“calm down” until it runs out of missiles. 

Zelenskyy Invites Elon Musk To Ukraine To See Damage Caused By Russian Forces - Ukrainian President 

Zelenskyy has invited American billionaire Elon Musk to visit Ukraine to see with his own eyes the damage caused by 

Russian forces, The NYT reported earlier today. The visit would help Musk understand the situation before making 

statements about it, Zelenskyy said on a video link at the New York Times DealBook Summit. He also said that only after 

the Tesla and SpaceX CEO sees the damage could he tell Ukraine how to end the war. 

Ukrainians say Russians left behind bodies and booby traps in Kherson region – After Ukrainian troops 

retook large parts of the Kherson region from Russian forces, officials began the work of investigating military and 

civilian deaths and removing mines and booby traps from the area. 

Russian oil tanks ignite near Belarusian, Ukrainian borders - Oil tanks near Russia's border with Belarus and 

Ukraine caught fire early Wednesday, local authorities said Wednesday. 

The oil tank fires come a day after Russian regions bordering Ukraine reported one of the widest spates of shelling 

attacks on their territory since the start of Moscow's invasion of its western neighbor. 
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Bryansk region Governor Alexander Bogomaz wrote on social media that tanks with petroleum products were burning 

in the Surazhsky district located 10 kilometers south of Belarus and 40 kilometers north of Ukraine’s Chernihiv region. 

The fire spread to an area of 4,000 square meters, the state-run TASS news agency reported, citing emergency services. 

The fire may have been caused by an unidentified munition dropped from a drone, the pro-Kremlin Izvestia newspaper 

reported, citing unnamed emergency sources. 

Bryansk and two other border regions, Kursk and Belgorod, were shelled later Wednesday, according to the regions’ 

governors. 

The strikes damaged private houses in the Kursk and Belgorod regions without causing civilian casualties, they said. 

Electricity supplies have been damaged in the Bryansk region village of Suzemka less than 10 kilometers east of 

Ukraine’s Sumy region, according to Bogomaz. 

The Kursk and Belgorod regions on Tuesday reported at least three cross-border strikes on their territory. 

Sanctions 

U.K. unveils new sanctions targeting Russian officials over mobilization - Britain has unveiled a new round of 

sanctions on Russian officials over the war in Ukraine, targeting those accused of spearheading the recent mobilization 

and the recruitment of "criminal mercenaries." The new package of 22 sanctions hit Deputy Prime Minister Denis 

Manturov, who London said is responsible for overseeing the country's weapons industry and equipping newly 

mobilized troops. It also targeted 10 governors and regional heads, including in Dagestan, Ingushetia, and Kalmykia, 

noting that “a significant number" of conscripts had been drawn from those regions. 

Von Der Leyen proposes plan to confiscate frozen Russian assets, Russian war crimes tribunal - The 

European Commission, the executive arm of the European Union, has proposed a plan to confiscate Russian assets that 

have been frozen in the wake of Moscow's unprovoked invasion of Ukraine and set up a Russian war crimes tribunal. 

Comment – As reported elsewhere in today’s Update, there are reports of a creeping nervousness in Moscow regarding 

Russians being caught up in a war crimes tribunal in The Hague. They will be keenly aware of the extended period it 

took to bring to account Balkans war criminals such as Slobodan Milosevic and Radovan Karadzic, and that this will 

apply to Russians as well, should they be named in tribunals.  

They will not, by merely staying in Russia or its friendly orbit, be immune from prosecution. Countries in their “friendly 

orbit” will be cautious about offending or refusing to comply with international warrants of arrest, whether via Interpol 

or the Commission itself. 

Humanitarian 

Russia conducts genocide in Ukraine. Again. “Never again” shall we get surprised – Tomasz Cebulski of The 

Times of Israel. 

It is hard to see genocide in its early stages. The live media deluge of information from frontline activities, political 

statements and military narrative often results in the direct victims of genocide being rendered invisible. People within 

the current theater of war were living normal lives like you and me until February 24th, 2022. While I’m putting these 

words on paper, Russia is conducting another massive, guided missile and drone attack against the electrical grid and 

heating infrastructure of the Ukraine in a strike aimed against civilians, showing the full scale of the Russian terrorist 

state’s intentions. From the very beginning the intent was the genocide of the Ukrainian people. 
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According to Article II of the UN Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide the very 

intention to murder by initiating any of the below policies constitutes genocide against a particular group. 

(a) Killing members of the group; √ 

(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; √ 

(c) Deliberately inflicting conditions of life calculated to bring about the physical destruction of in whole or in part; √ 

(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; √ 

(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group. √ 

Comment – I have placed a √ where there has been obvious Russian culpability. 

Russia ratified this convention in 1954 and for the past nine months we have all witnessed Putin’s military apply all of 

the above methods of destruction against the Ukrainian people. 

The 20th century taught us something about the capacities and extent of human cruelty. The Ukrainians were the first 

nation in Europe to suffer under genocidal policies planned and executed by Soviet Russia. During the Great Famine of 

1932-33, known as the Holodomor, Russia sponsored and conducted a policy against Ukraine resulting in the murder of 

three million Ukrainians. Stalin followed the ideological thought line of his own manic delusions against the fact-based 

knowledge of the failure of central planning. Lenin’s New Economic Policy was terminated in 1928 and Stalin 

centralized the economy once more, while at the same starting to refer more to Russian nationalism. The introduction 

of terror and control was enough to destroy the grain resources in Ukraine and to bring about a full-scale genocide. 

Millions of deaths were caused by starvation and weather. (Comment – precisely what Putin is attempting at present). 

Months ago, Russia already violated the Geneva Convention by starting to use phosphorus and cluster bombs against 

Ukraine. Now comes their moment for a well-planned genocide of the Ukrainian people. 

'It's always scary': medics in Ukraine's 'meat grinder' - As Russian forces poured across Ukraine's borders, 

Palych knew that pain, suffering and injuries would follow in the ensuing war and his training as a paramedic would be 

needed.√ 

"I could not sit on the sidelines, so I went to the front as a volunteer," says Palych, the nom de guerre for the 35-year-

old medic working near the frontline in the eastern Ukrainian city of Bakhmut. 

Day after day, he and his team skirt the front, collecting the wounded and rushing them back to the main hospital in 

Bakhmut just a couple of kilometres away from the line of contact. 

"It's always scary," he tells AFP during a recent trip transporting a wounded soldier suffering from a brain injury and a 

broken leg from Bakhmut to a nearby medical centre in the town of Chasiv Yar. 

"You never feel relaxed. Every time we are afraid." 

Russian Mobilization 

Desperate Russian soldiers are calling Ukraine's hotline for advice on how to surrender - Up to 100 people 

a day are using the 24-hour scheme, a total that has increased since the city of Kherson was liberated.  

One soldier asked if he should “drop to his knees” when facing Ukrainian forces, according to the BBC, and said he did 

not “understand exactly” how to surrender.  

Most callers are usually male, but family members have also been in contact.  
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"It's often part-desperate, part-frustrated because they don't fully understand how the hotline works, or whether it's 

just a set-up,” Svitlana, a Ukrainian call handler who speaks to Russian soldiers daily, told the BBC.  

"There's also curiosity because many call not to surrender but to find out how they could if needed. It's different every 

time." 

On another occasion, a Russian said he wanted “to become a citizen of Ukraine” and for “all of this to end as soon as 

possible.”  

“I am from Moscow. I have not received a conscription ticket yet, but there were attempts to give it to me. Do you have 

any advice as to what I should do? I won’t kill Ukrainians. I want to save my life,” he said. 

Mobilization and Force Generation Efforts - A prominent Russian milblogger contended Russian forces should 

make use of World War II-era artillery and cheap, inferior-quality military equipment to address challenges in providing 

for Russian soldiers. ISW has extensively reported on Russian difficulties in providing for the mobilized as well as on 

Russian equipment shortages. The milblogger alleged that both Russia and NATO states are experiencing weapons 

shortages and presented cheap, simple, and old equipment of perceived lower quality as a way to “quickly and cheaply 

saturate the troops.” 

Reports from Russian sources indicate they may attempt to use prison labor, overtime, and child labor to resuscitate 

the Russian military-industrial complex and fill general labor shortages. Russian opposition media source Meduza 

reported yesterday 250 convicts from Sverdlovsk Oblast will serve forced-labor sentences at a Russian tank and 

armored vehicle construction plant.  

Meduza separately reported employees at the plant have been working four additional hours on weekdays and extra 

shifts on weekends. Zaporizhia Occupation Administration Council Member Vladimir Rogov also yesterday cited a 

speech by Russian Children’s Rights Commissioner Maria Lvova-Belova that the Russian State Duma will consider a bill 

amending the Russian labor code to simplify the employment procedure for those under 18. Russian deputies may 

hope such actions will reduce the severe Russian labor shortage exacerbated by mobilization, on which ISW has 

previously reported. 

Russian news sources continue to report official actions indicative of a probable second wave of mobilization for which 

the Russian military system is highly unprepared. A source stated on November 27 that a military registration and 

enlistment office for Kirov City, Kirov Oblast, issued subpoenas for employees of an unspecified local business to “clarify 

military credentials” before the start of 2023.  

Another Russian source claimed on November 28 that Russian military registration and enlistment offices have begun 

prohibiting men they have subpoenaed for data clarification from leaving the country. An open-source intelligence 

aggregator on Twitter posted an alleged Russian report indicating a shortage of platoon and company-level officers in 

the 3rd Army Corps on November 28.  

Russian force generation structures have not recovered from the last mobilization and the Russian military-industrial 

complex remains stretched, so Russian force generation infrastructure is unlikely to be able to accommodate another 

mobilization wave this rapidly. 

The Russian state continues to struggle to compensate mobilized soldiers and their families to a level residents consider 

adequate. A Russian news source stated on November 28 that the Regional Government of Novosibirsk Oblast received 

over 100 complaints from the families of mobilized soldiers. Fifty-two of the complaints centered on Russian 

authorities’ inadequate compensation for the purchase of coal and firewood and the allocation of vouchers for 

sanatorium treatment for children. 
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Preliminary Lessons in Conventional Warfighting of Russia’s Invasion of 

Ukraine: Feb–Jul 2022 - Mykhaylo Zabrodskyi, Dr Jack Watling , Oleksandr V Danylyuk and Nick Reynolds 

Executive Summary 

The full-scale invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022 has provided an invaluable opportunity to assess the capabilities 

of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation (AFRF) and the implications of a range of capabilities for modern 

warfare. Many publicly made judgements on these issues have lacked supporting data or insight into Ukrainian 

operational planning and decision-making. To ensure that those drawing lessons from the conflict do so from a solid 

foundation, this report seeks to outline key lessons, based on the operational data accumulated by the Ukrainian 

General Staff, from the fighting between February and July 2022. As the underlying source material for much of this 

report cannot yet be made public, this should be understood as testimony rather than as an academic study. Given the 

requirements for operational security, it is necessarily incomplete. 

Russia planned to invade Ukraine over a 10-day period and thereafter occupy the country to enable annexation by 

August 2022. The Russian plan presupposed that speed, and the use of deception to keep Ukrainian forces away from 

Kyiv, could enable rapid seizure of the capital. The Russian deception plan largely succeeded, and they achieved a 12:1 

force ratio advantage north of Kyiv. The very operational security that enabled the successful deception, however, also 

led Russian forces to be unprepared at the tactical level to execute the plan effectively. The Russian plan’s greatest 

deficiency was the lack of reversionary courses of action. As a result, when speed failed to produce the desired results, 

they found their positions steadily degraded as Ukraine mobilized. Despite these setbacks, Russia refocused on Donbas 

and, since Ukraine had largely expended its ammunition supply, proved successful in subsequent operations, slowed by 

the determination – rather than the capabilities – of Ukrainian troops. From April, the West became Ukraine’s strategic 

depth, and the Ukrainian Armed Forces (UAF) only robbed Russia of the initiative once long-range fires brought Russian 

logistics under threat. 

The tactical competence of the Russian military proved significantly inferior compared with the expectations of many 

observers based within and outside Ukraine and Russia. Nevertheless, Russian weapons systems proved largely 

effective, and those units with a higher level of experience demonstrated that the AFRF have considerable military 

potential, even if deficiencies in training and the context of how they were employed meant that the Russian military 

failed to meet that potential. Factoring in the idiosyncrasies of the Russian campaign, there are five key areas that 

should be monitored to judge whether the Russian military is making progress in resolving its structural and cultural 

deficiencies. These areas should be used to inform assessments of Russian combat power in the future. 

1. The AFRF currently operate with a hierarchy of jointery in which the priorities of the land component are 

paramount, and the military as a whole is subordinate to the special services. This creates sub-optimal 

employment of other branches. 

2. The AFRF force-generation model is flawed. It proposes the creation of amalgamated combined arms 

formations in wartime but lacks the strength of junior leadership to knit these units together. 

3. There is a culture of reinforcing failure unless orders are changed at higher levels. This appears less evident in 

the Russian Aerospace Forces than in the Ground Forces and Navy. 

4. The AFRF are culturally vulnerable to deception because they lack the ability to rapidly fuse information, are 

culturally averse to providing those who are executing orders with the context to exercise judgement and 

incentivize a dishonest reporting culture. 

5. The AFRF’s capabilities and formations are prone to fratricide. Electronic warfare (EW) systems and other 

capabilities rarely deconflict, while processes for identifying friend from foe and establishing control measures 
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are inadequate. The result is that capabilities that should magnify one another’s effects must be employed 

sequentially. 

Beyond assessments of the Russian armed forces, there are significant lessons to be drawn from the conflict for the 

British and other NATO militaries. The foremost of these are: 

• In due course, it will be possible to extend this study to cover the later phase of the war when Ukraine moved 

on to offensive operations. As the UAF expend significant ammunition, however, and now depend on their 

international partners for equipment, it is important that partners draw appropriate lessons from the war so 

far, not least that they can prepare themselves to deter future threats and to best support Ukraine. Ukraine’s 

victory is possible, but it requires significant heavy fighting. With appropriate support, Ukraine can prevail. 

• There is no sanctuary in modern warfare. The enemy can strike throughout operational depth. Survivability 

depends on dispersing ammunitions stocks, command and control, maintenance areas and aircraft. Ukraine 

successfully evaded Russia’s initial wave of strikes by dispersing its arsenals, aircraft and air defences. 

Conversely, the Russians succeeded in engaging 75% of static defence sites in the first 48 hours of the war. Nor 

is setting up a headquarters in a civilian building sufficient to make it survivable. The British Army must consider 

the vulnerability of higher-echelon enablement. The RAF must consider how many deployable spares kits it has 

to enable dispersion of its fleets. 

• Warfighting demands large initial stockpiles and significant slack capacity. Despite the prominence of anti-tank 

guided weapons in the public narrative, Ukraine blunted Russia’s attempt to seize Kyiv using massed fires from 

two artillery brigades. The difference in numbers between Russian and Ukrainian artillery was not as significant 

at the beginning of the conflict, with just over a 2:1 advantage: 2,433 barrel artillery systems against 1,176; and 

3,547 multiple-launch rocket systems against 1,680. Ukraine maintained artillery parity for the first month and 

a half and then began to run low on munitions so that, by June, the AFRF had a 10:1 advantage in volume of 

fire. Evidently, no country in NATO, other than the US, has sufficient initial weapons stocks for warfighting or 

the industrial capacity to sustain largescale operations. This must be rectified if deterrence is to be credible and 

is equally a problem for the RAF and Royal Navy. 

• Uncrewed aerial systems (UAS) and counter-UAS (CUAS) are essential across all branches and at all echelons. 

Although critical to competitiveness by providing situational awareness, 90% of UAS employed are lost. For the 

most part, UAS must be cheap and attritable. For land forces, they must be organic to units for the purposes of 

both situational awareness and target acquisition. The primary means of CUAS is EW. Another critical tactical 

requirement is to be alerted to the presence of UAS. For the Royal Navy, CUAS is critical for protecting vessels 

operating beyond the protection of a task force. For the RAF, the provision of look-down sensing to locate UAS 

to contribute to air defence is critical. This allows defensive resources to be prioritized on the right axes. 

• The force must fight for the right to precision. Precision is not only vastly more efficient in the effects it delivers 

but also allows the force to reduce its logistics tail and thereby makes it more survivable. Precision weapons, 

however, are scarce and can be defeated by EW. To enable kill chains to function at the speed of relevance, EW 

for attack, protection and direction finding is a critical element of modern combined arms operations. 

Sequencing fires to disrupt EW and create windows of opportunity for precision effects is critical and creates 

training requirements. In modern warfare, the electromagnetic spectrum is unlikely to be denied, but it is 

continually disrupted, and forces must endeavour to gain advantage within it. 

• For land forces, the pervasive ISTAR on the modern battlefield and the layering of multiple sensors at the 

tactical level make concealment exceedingly difficult to sustain. Survivability is often afforded by being 

sufficiently dispersed to become an uneconomical target, by moving quickly enough to disrupt the enemy’s kill 

chain and thereby evade engagement, or by entering hardened structures. Shell scrapes and hasty defences 

can increase immediate survivability but also risk the force becoming fixed by fire while precision fires and 

specialist munitions do not leave these positions survivable. Forces instead should prioritise concentrating 
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effects while only concentrating mass under favourable conditions – with an ability to offer mutual support 

beyond line of sight – and should give precedence to mobility as a critical component of their survivability. 


